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Ferropericlase (Mg,Fe)O is the second most abundant mineral in the Earth’s lower
mantle after (Mg,Fe)SiO3 perovskite. Its high-pressure and high-temperature properties are crucial for the determination of the Earth’s deep interior model. The hypothesis
of a pressure-induced spin transition of Fe2+ ions in geologically relevant materials
was proposed more than 40 years ago [1], but the experimental evidence for such a
transition in ferropericlase was obtained only in the last few years. At ambient conditions high-spin and low-spin Fe2+ ions have significantly different ionic radii, resulting in significant discontinuous changes of density and often crystal structure of Fe
compounds at ambient pressures. Similarly, the same consequences were expected to
follow the spin crossover in ferropericlase. A significant discontinuity in density and
elastic properties were claimed to occur in ferropericlase due to spin crossover [2,3].
Also, a major change of optical absorption and, therefore, in radiative conductivity,
were reported to occur due to spin changes [4]. Our experimental Mössbauer spectroscopic measurements of ferropericlase samples with different iron content and at different pressures and temperatures, combined with literature data, allow an alternative
concept of spin crossover in ferropericlase. It is probably not a phase transition, but a
continuous (thermal equilibrium) change in high- and low-spin abundance due to low
iron content in (Mg,Fe)O solid solution and weak cooperative interactions. The main
implication of this concept is the absence of any strong effect of the spin crossover in
ferropericlase on elastic properties and density profile of the lower mantle.
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